Draft Manifesto number two

Group 2 Anglophone Draft Manifesto

What are our problems?

- The displacement of life – beach grabbing and land grabbing/ sea grabbing
- Extractivism – mining and over fishing
- The problem of the commons (the privatization of land/water that was before available for everyone) stop commodifying our natural spaces
- Corporate control of agriculture and aquaculture
- The north vs south issues (how the north depletes its resources and comes to the south to control our wealth)
- The exploitation of women
- The exploitation of workers/labour
- Pollution & Deforestation
- Deforestation
- Consumerism – as a system of over buying
- Neo-colonialism / neo-imperialism
- Activist oppression
- The erosion of food systems/food sovereignty- leading to food insecurity

Solutions

1. Universal access to beaches (the right to the beach- cutting the bubble that tourism creates)
2. The Right to No! (developing a consultative processes)
3. No privatization of common spaces
4. Food sovereignty
5. Respecting and protection of life systems and ecosystem
6. The dismantling of institutionalized gender discrimination
7. Dismantling the competitive nature of capitalism; right to a livelihood…
8. Safety in number, campaigning and conscience
9. The developing of a new legislative

Who are we mobilizing

- Those who are oppressed by the system:
   1. The working class
   2. Peasants
   3. Youth/Students
   4. Social movements
   5. Women’s movements
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